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Gary Lee - Elvis   

Gary Lee is a top class, award winning Elvis Tribute Artist who recreates 

sympathetically the spirit of the King, Elvis Presley. 

He’s been performing as Elvis for over 8 years and guarantees a show 
for the Elvis fan and the casual music fan, as entertainment is high on 
Gary’s priorities. With the voice, the looks and the moves you will be 
amazed by his tribute to the King of rock n roll Elvis Presley and his 
show just has to be seen to be believed. 
 
Gary not only performs in the UK, but throughout Europe and in particu-
lar Spain. He is a regular on the Benidorm entertainment scene on the 
Costa Blanca, where many people recognise him as the number one Elv-
is tribute in the area. 
 
Available as a solo show with playback or live band, no occasion or ven-
ue is too big or too small.  
 
A great atmosphere and a fantastic and memorable event is guaran-
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Testimonials/audience quotes 
 
 
Looks like Elvis...sounds like Elvis...it must be Elvis!!! Cracking entertainment, 
sounds just like The King,kids had a blast and deffo packs the pub out with 
people!!! Loved every minute...thanks for some cracking memories!!! X 
 
Enjoyed your show tremendously Gary. What a voice. One of the best Elvis 
impersonaters I've heard. Will be back to see you soon. From a true Elvis 
Presley fan. X 
 
Thankyou Gary for a great show, my best birthday present ever x 
 
Absolutely loved seeing Gary again...even if I did end up blubbing my eyes 
out when he sang American Trilogy. Cannot recommend his show enough x 
 
It was great to see you tonight at the white star,,,fabulous night as always, 
awesome version of my boy, one of my all time favourite Elvis tracks, Brilliant 
start to our holiday, thank you once again for a heart felt tribute to the king, 
cheers nick. 
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